
BEST WRITING APPS FOR TABLETS

for writers. Here are the best writing apps for Android! There is also split- screen support but only on tablets and
Chromebooks. The free.

As functional as it is straightforward, Byword is as polished as an app can get and is perfect for anyone
looking to stay productive on the go. The minimal UI and easy navigation put little between you and actually
writing and we appreciate that. Once you type something, you can encircle it, followed by tapping on the
check mark that appears to make adjustments to its size and color. Byword Available via App Store as a paid
app. Recently Microsoft has been improving the iOS and Android apps with each update and now Word has
become a good overall writing app. You can do things like create characters, plot out timelines and chapters,
create new locations for your characters, and house other ideas. Lastly, you can export your for either as
Markdown or plain text. Download iA Writer for Android Rs. The great use of design and the smooth
operation of JotterPad make even the free version a good option is you're looking for a scratchpad that works
great on Android. The feature allows writers to completely zero in on what they are writing by obscuring
previously-written sentences. One of the best things about the app is the customisable bar above the keyboard
for Markdown shortcuts. It has a variety of features specifically for plotting, writing, preparing, and exporting
novels or short stories. Writer Plus Writer Plus is yet another simple writing app. Scrivener Available via the
App Store as a paid app. Once you are done writing, you can view the document as a template in different
fonts like Sans, Serif, and Mono. It's not heavy like you see with Microsoft Word or Google Docs. I like the
dark theme a lot. Dropbox integration being added was a surprise and things like that along with a nicely
thought out interface make Word a great app. The app is free to download but many of these features are
behind a one time in app purchase of Rs. As a result, you get most of the features that you are already used to.
That's a nice touch in case you want something on your computer with a little more horsepower. It is iPad
only, but a must have for the platform. The usual culprits: Google Docs, Microsoft Word, Evernote You may
not have to go far and install new apps just to get your writing fix. While the Android version is a little behind
in terms of features, it is still a good writing app for the platform. Download OmniOutliner 2 Rs. Do let us
know your favorite writing apps for Android in the comments section below. Students write and edit text
regularly. Perhaps the biggest appeal with Editorial is that the automation feature scales depending on how
advanced the user is. To understand these options better, refer to the screenshot.


